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Preface 
 

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) is an engineering discipline that addresses the technique to 

install sensors at the critical components of structural or mechanical systems, monitor real time the fault 

signal from the various sensors, diagnose their severity, and predict the failure time based on up-to-date 

information, by incorporating various disciplines including sensing technologies, physics of failure, machine 

learning, modern statistics, and reliability engineering. The PHM technique enables the prevention of 

catastrophic accidents and condition based maintenance which reduces the operation cost greatly as opposed 

to the current periodic maintenance strategy.  

 

To consolidate existing knowledge in this area, the first edition of the Asia Pacific Conference of the 

Prognostics and Health Management (PHMAP 2017) took place in Jeju, South Korea, on July 12-15, 2017.  

The PHMAP 2017 addressed the new development in all aspects of related technologies, including advances 

in sensing technologies, detection, diagnosis, and prognostics of failure modes, PHM-enabled structural 

health monitoring and control, Residual useful life (RUL) prediction based on health and degradation 

modeling, and PHM system design, performance assessment and validation.  

 

From this successful conference, thirteen papers are selected for this special issue after the rigorous 

review process. The papers covers a wide spectrum of the subject that includes structural damage detection 

and monitoring, energy harvesting, RUL prediction, gear fault diagnostics and a new sensing technologies 

for PHM and NDE, which reflects the broad ranges of the topics covered in PHMAP 2017. 
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